UNIT 6: THE ENVIRONMENT

TEST 1:

I / Choose A, B, C or D to complete the following sentences

1. This newspaper is _____ everyday. It’s a daily newspaper
   A. publishing B. published C. to publish D. publish

2. He shouted and looked _____ at me when I broke the vase
   A. angry B. angrily C. angrier D. anger

3. He is tired _____ he stayed up late watching TV
   A. so B. because C. but D. and

4. We are talking about the preservation of _____ resources
   A. natural B. naturally C. nature D. naturalize

5. Is he really _____ that you can’t come there?
   A. disappoint B. disappointed C. disappointing D. to disappoint

6. I think most children are creative enough to write _____ poems
   A. protect B. protecting C. to protect D. protected

7. It is our policy to _____ forests and increase forestation
   A. prevent B. preventing C. to prevent D. prevented

8. Can you tell me who _____ this kind of machine?
   A. invented B. invention C. inventor D. inventive

9. The next stage in the development of television is _____ TV
   A. interact B. interaction C. interactive D. interactively

10. Remote controls are used to _____ with TV
    A. interact B. interaction C. interactive D. interactively

II / Complete each sentence with a word from the list

- consuming – magazines – benefit – website – channels
- available – the Internet – criers – computer - information

1. Kien Thuc Ngay Nay is one of the most popular __________

2. Nobody can deny the __________ of the Internet in our life

3. The Internet is __________ in our city, so you can easily get access to it

4. __________ has developed and become part of our daily life

5. I think that watching TV is time __________

6. We can see many international programs on different __________

7. The Internet is a very fast to get __________

8. I don’t like playing __________ games

9. I don’t know which __________ is useful for me

10. The businessmen of ancient Egypt hired ____ to shout about the things they wanted to sell

III / Complete each sentence with the correct form of the verbs in the box


1. Could you please stop __________ so much noise

2. She enjoys __________ letters

3. Why do you keep on __________ at me like that?

4. __________ is unhealthy, but a lot of people find it difficult to stop

5. We’re looking forward to __________ you

6. __________ every day is a good way of keeping fit

7. I’m tired of __________ to the same place every week

8. She left without __________ goodbye

9. Do you enjoy __________ people from other countries?
10. She practices _______ the piano 2 hours a day

IV/ **Choose A, B, C or D to complete the following sentences**

1. I will be ____ if she manages to sell that motorbike at a high price
   A. surprise  B. surprised  C. surprising  D. to surprise

2. Unless you understand, I _____ explain it again to you
   A. am  B. was  C. will  D. would

3. If you know where she lives, please let me ____
   A. know  B. knew  C. known  D. to know

4. Don’t talk in class, ____ you? The teacher is explaining the lesson
   A. do  B. don’t  C. will  D. won’t

5. He laughs a lot because _____ her funny face
   A. in  B. at  C. on  D. of

6. I remember _____ her somewhere
   A. see  B. seeing  C. saw  D. to see

7. Excuse me. Can I _____ in this area?
   A. smoke  B. smoking  C. smoked  D. to smoke

8. We don’t allow passengers _____ in this part of the building
   A. smoke  B. smoking  C. smoked  D. to smoke

9. Don’t forget _____ the letter for me! I won’t
   A. post  B. posted  C. posting  D. to post

10. He thinks that ____ on the Internet is a waste of time
    A. chat  B. chatting  C. chatter  D. to chat

V/ **Choose the correct form of the verb**

1. She must (start / starting / to start) the job as soon as possible
2. I stopped (read / to read / reading) my book and went to bed
3. Let me (pay / paying / pay) for the meal
4. I asked my younger brother (buying / buy / to buy) some stamps
5. Have you finished (writing / to write / write) that letter yet?
6. They enjoyed (play / playing / to play) football after school
7. Tom used to (live / living / lived) in the house at the end of this street
8. What were you (doing / are you doing / did) you do when I came to your office yesterday?

VI/ **Supply the correct verb form**

1. It took me two hours (do) _____ this work
2. When did you finish (paint) _____ the kitchen?
3. I began (learn) _____ English when I was seven
4. Some people like (have) _____ breakfast in bed, but I don’t
5. Don’t forget (post) _____ my letter!
6. What do you want (do) _____ tonight?
7. I love (listen) _____ to pop music
8. She continued (talk) _____ during the whole meal
9. They spent all morning (learn) _____ the lessons
10. I am fond of (go) _____ to the movie on Sundays

VII/ **Complete the following sentences with correct tag questions**

1. You don’t like tea, ________?
2. Ann will be here soon, ________?
3. Peter plays soccer very well, ________?
4. Her father goes to work at 6 AM, ________?
5. This picture is yours, ________?
6. They will go to HCMC next week, ________?
7. You don’t used the Internet very often, ________?
8. He never goes to school late, ________?
9. Let’s go somewhere for a drink, ________?
10. Open the door, ________?

VIII. Put the conversation in the correct order
a. We can reduce car exhaust fumes, can’t we?
b. How can we reduce air and water pollution?
c. It’s a serious problem that our local authorities are trying to solve
d. What should we do to protect our environment?
e. That’s a good idea
A: (1) ____________________________
B: I think we should reduce water and air pollution
A: (2) ____________________________
B: How about reducing the amount of garbage we produce?
A: Well! (3) ____________________________
B: Why don’t we persuade people to use public buses instead of motorbikes and cars?
A: In this way (4) ____________________________
B: Yes, that’s right. Say, don’t you think smokes from industrial factories pollute the air?
A: Why not? (5) ____________________________
B: Well, it would be better if those factories were built far away from living areas

IX / Choose A, B, C, or D to complete the passage
These days, it is impossible to open a newspaper (1) _____ reading about the damage we are doing to the environment. The earth is being threatened (2) _____ the future looks bad. (3) _____ can each of us do? We can’t clean (4) _____ our polluted rivers and seas overnight. Nor can we stop the (5) _____ of plants and animals. But we can stop adding to the environment (6) _____ scientists look for answers. It may not be easy to change your lifestyle (7) _____ but some steps are easy to take: cut down the amount of driving you do, or use as little plastic as possible. It is also easy to save (8) _____, which also (9) _____ household bills. We must make a personal decision to work for the future of our planet if we want to ensure a better world (10) _____ our grandchildren

1. A. with B. without C. and D. but
2. A. and B. however C. so D. moreover
3. A. Where B. When C. Why D. What
4. A. up B. to C. on D. in
5. A. appear B. appearance C. disappear D. disappearance
6. A. when B. during C. while D. within
7. A. complete B. completeness C. completely D. to complete
8. A. water B. energy C. money D. health
9. A. adds B. decreases C. reduces D. supplies
10. A. from B. for C. to D. in

X/ Fill in the blanks with proper words, then answer the following questions

Everyone wants to reduce (1) _____ pollution. But the pollution problem is as complicated as it is. (2) _____ It is complicated because much pollution is caused by things that benefit people. For example, (3) _____ from automobile provides transportation to millions of people. (5) _____ discharge much of the material that pollutes air and water, but factories give employment to a large number of people. Thus, to end or greatly (6) _____ pollution immediately, people would have to stop using many things that benefit them. Most people do not want to do that, of course. But pollution can be gradually
reduced in several ways. (7) ____ and engineers can work to find ways to lessen the amount of pollution that such things as automobiles and factories cause. Government can pass and enforce laws that (8) ____ businesses and individuals to stop, or cut down on certain pollution activities.

* Questions
1. Do things that benefit people bring about pollution?
=> ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
2. is it complicated to reduce pollution? Why or why not?
=> ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
3. Who can find ways to lessen the amount of pollution?
=> ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
4. What can the government do to reduce pollution?
=> ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

XI/ Rewrite these sentences by using “BECAUSE OF”
1. She can’t work hard because she is old
=> ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
2. He likes her because she is beautiful
=> ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
3. He couldn’t go to school because he was very poor
=> ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
4. I can’t buy this bike because I don’t have enough money
=> ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
5. He broke the vase because he was careless
=> ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
6. He failed the exam because he didn’t learn the lesson carefully
=> ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
7. We can’t go for a walk because it rains heavily
=> ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
8. He left school because his life was hard
=> ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
9. She was very happy because she was given a new bike
=> ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
10. I went to bed early because I felt tired
=> ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

XII / Write correct sentences to make a complete letter

1. I / write / you / bad situation / affect / lake / school
=> ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
2. As you know / lake / school / be beautiful
=> ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
3. However / it / become / polluted
=> ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
4. People / electricity / fish
=> ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
5. A lot / fish / die / float / water surface
=> ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
6. People / throw / rubbish / waste into / lake
=> ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
7. Now / bad smell / affect / school children’s health
8. What think polluted air?

9. look forward to hear you see protection environment local authority

10. Sincere Long

TEST 2:
I. Choose the best option to complete each of the following sentences.

1. They shouted and looked ________ at me when I broke the vase.
   A. angry  B. angrier  C. angrily  D. anger

2. He is tired, ________ he stayed up late watching TV.
   A. so  B. because  C. but  D. and

3. We are talking about the preservation of ________ resources.
   A. natural  B. naturally  C. nature  D. naturalize

4. Is he really ________ that you can’t come there?
   A. disappoint  B. disappointed  C. disappointing  D. to disappointing

5. It is our policy to ________ forest and increase forestation.
   A. protect  B. protecting  C. to protect  D. protected

6. I suggest ________ to the movies.
   A. go  B. to go  C. going  D. went

7. They made their living by ________ fish in the ocean every day.
   A. catch  B. catching  C. to catch  D. caught

8. I will be ________ if she manages to sell that motorbike at a high price.
   A. surprise  B. surprised  C. suprising  D. to surprise

9. If you know where she lives, please let me ________.
   A. know  B. knew  C. known  D. to know

10. If you live in this small town, you ________ earn much money.
    A. aren’t  B. couldn’t  C. can’t  D. didn’t

11. Unless you understand, I ________ explain it again to you.
    A. am  B. was  C. will  D. would

12. If he ________ a student, he will get a discount.
    A. is  B. was  C. were  D. will be

13. Because plastic bags are very hard to ________, they will cause pollution.
    A. dissolve  B. wrap  C. tear  D. collect

14. These materials can be ________ into other packaging products.
    A. reused  B. reduced  C. removed  D. recycled

15. If people ________ public transport, there will be less pollution.
    A. use  B. will use  C. can use  D. used

16. Minh’s English is excellent. He speaks ________.
    A. perfectly English  B. English perfectly  C. in perfect English  D. English perfect

17. If you go ________ doing that, you’ll end ________ in serious trouble.
    A. up/ with  B. on/ up  C. off/ with  D. out/ up

18. Crops are sprayed with ________ to kill insects.
    A. fertilizer  B. manune  C. dung  D. pesticide

19. What about ________ used paper, bottles, and cans every day?
    A. collect  B. collecting  C. to collect  D. to collecting

20. If the sea water continue to be polluted, many fish species ________ extinct.
A. became  B. will become  C. would become  D. become

Fill in each gap with an appropriate preposition.
21. The teacher divided class _______ four groups.
22. He provide us _______ a lot of useful information.
23. The ground is covered _______ trash. You should clear _______ all the trash.
24. Raw sewage is pumped directly _______ the sea.
25. They are trying to save the animals _______ extinction.
26. The world will end _______ like a second-hand junk-yard.
27. I am looking forward _______ hearing from you.
28. Don’t throw trash _______ the water.

Give the correct form of the verbs in brackets.
29. If the rice paddies are polluted, the rice plants _________________. (die)
30. If we _______ on littering, the environment will become seriously polluted. (go)
31. What _______ they ________________ if they work hard today? (achieve)
32. If you ________________ a chance to study in a foreign country, just take it. (get)
33. Plants ________________ if they don’t get the sun and water. (die)
34. I am looking forward to ________________ from you. (hear)
35. I suggest ________________ by bus. (travel)
36. If you don’t study harder, you ________________ the final exam. (not pass)
37. She ________________ terribly sorry if he dies. (feel)
38. Go with me and I________ you my new car. (show)

Supply the correct word form of the words in brackets.
39. The air in the city is very ________________ . (pollute)
40. Please listen to the lecture ________________ . (care)
41. If the ________________ continues, what will happen? (pollute)
42. He was ________________ that they were not coming. (disappoint)
43. He is going to ________________ all the bags. (collection)
44. We’ll make this beach clean and ________________ again. (beauty)

Rewrite the following sentences as directed.
45. Why don’t we go for a picnic on the weekend?
    Let’s ________________ .
46. Let’s go to work by bus.
    What about ________________ .
47. Nga is a good English speaker.
    Nga speaks ________________ .
48. Unless you get a visa. You can’t visit the United States.
    If you ________________ .
49. If you don’t succeed, you’ll have to try it again.
    Unless ________________ .
50. I suggest collecting unused clothes.
    Let’s ________________ .
51. She failed in the exam because she was lazy. (because of + noun phrase)
    ________________ .
52. Ba is tired. He stayed up late watching TV. (because)
    ________________ .
53. Hoa broke the cup. She was careless. (since)
    ________________ .
54. We were disappointed. She didn’t keep her promise. (Adj + that)
Fill in each gap with a suitable word.


Our oceans are becoming extremely ______(55). Most of this pollution comes from the land, which means it comes from ______(56). Firstly, there is raw sewage, which is pumped directly into the sea. Many ______(57), both developed and developing, are guilty of doing this. Secondly, ships drop about 6 millions tons of ______(58) into the sea each year. Thirdly, there are oil spills from ships. A ship has an accident and oil leaks from the vessel. This not only pollutes the ______(59), but it also kills marine life. Next, there are waste materials from factories. Without proper regulations, factory owners let the waste run directly into the ______(60), which then leads to the ______(61). And finally, oil is washed from the ______(62). This can be the result of carelessness or a deliberate dumping of waste.

-----THE END-----